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Mammalian Marathon
There are over 7 million animal species in the world. Each species has
an average running pace. The fastest mammal on Earth is the cheetah,
which can run as fast as 69.5 miles per hour (mi/h). The slowest mammal
on earth is the three-toed sloth, which creeps along at about 0.08 mi/h.
Humans race against each other and a wide variety of animals.
Sometimes humans ride on animals, such as horses or camels, as they
race toward a finish line. Other races involve a single type of animal
(greyhounds, hamsters, or mice, for example) racing against each other.

Your Project Predict Race Results
What are some fast animals you can think of? What are some slow ones?
How fast can you run? Think about how you could predict who would
win a race.
Research the speed of at least four different animals. Then time how
long it takes you to run 14 mile (1 lap around a track). If you and these
four types of animals ran a marathon (26.2 miles) at those speeds, who
would win? How far into the race would the four other racers be when
the winner crossed the finish line? Write a sports article or record a sports
newscast to predict the outcome of this race. Use the information you
learned in this topic to justify your predictions.
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The Olympic Games
Every two years, countries come together to compete in a series of
sporting events known as the Olympic Games. The Games alternate
between Summer and Winter. The Summer Olympic Games involve
sports such as baseball, soccer, diving, and judo. The Winter Olympic
Games involve sports practiced on snow and ice, such as skiing, curling,
and figure skating. The first modern Olympics took place in 1896 in
Athens, but its origins date back to ancient Greece.

Your Project Calculate the Weight of Your Pack
Suppose it is the year 5054. Humans now travel the universe. The
popularity of the Olympics has spread beyond Earth, becoming an
intergalactic event with sporting events spread across several planets.
One of the challenges (and advantages) of having events spread
across several planets is that the gravity on each planet is different.
You are preparing to compete in your first Intergalactic Olympics, during
which you will travel to at least three planets (from the table below). All
athletes must complete a registration packet that includes a travel summary
page for the planning of shuttle flights. The travel summary requires the
following information: your sport, the contents of your training bag, and
how much the bag will weigh on each planet you are visiting. It also asks if
you will need assistance with your training bag on any planet.
Your training bag includes at least five items. Provide the information
necessary to complete the travel summary for your registration packet.

PLANET

GRAVITY RELATIVE
TO EARTH

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

0. 738
0. 971
0. 598
1. 13
0. 061
0. 156
2. 14
0. 438
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What’s Your Story?
Many math problems are short stories.
They start with a situation or event and
invite the reader to wonder about the
ending. A short story may have as
few as five words or as many as
five thousand words. It may have
several characters or only one. It
may include illustrations or leave
the images up to the reader’s
imagination. A good short story
appeals to the reader’s emotions
and grabs the reader’s attention
in the first sentence.

Your Project Write a Short Story
Write and illustrate a short story that includes at least three
proportional relationships. Use a scenario from this topic or one of
your own. Explain why proportional relationships are important to
the story and how they help or impact the main character.
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Sounds of Music
The size of an instrument determines the range of pitches it can
produce. A guitar produces lower pitches than a violin, and a cello
produces lower pitches than a guitar.
There are other ways to control the sound an instrument produces,
however. Where you press a guitar string affects the pitch of the
string when you pluck it—pressing halfway along the string produces
a pitch an octave higher than pressing the top of the string. How a
piano is tuned affects the pitch of a string when you play a note.

Your Project Play Music
Think about any musical instruments that have a symbolic or cultural
importance to you and your family. Research how composers and
musicians use ratios and proportions in music. Find or compose a
piece of music and identify three ratios between notes. Make a
video of yourself playing the piece of music. In your video, include
a segment in which you explain how the changes in pitch are
proportionally related.
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